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Qlik data integration solutions, formerly 
Attunity solutions, speed data replication, 
ingestion, and streaming across all major 
database, data warehouse, data lake, and 
legacy platforms – on premises and in the 
cloud. Trusted by hundreds of enterprises 
worldwide, our solutions empower you to 
easily, securely, and efficiently get more value 
from your Google Cloud Platform investment.

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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Qlik Replicate
Our Qlik Replicate® solution, 

formerly Attunity Replicate, is the 

foundation for modern, efficient 

data movement to the Google 

Cloud Platform. It transfers your 

data continuously, at high speed, 

from source(s) to target. With 

our agentless configuration, you 

can easily set up, control, and 

monitor bulk loads and real-time 

updates through Qlik change 

data capture (CDC) technology.

Cloud Data Migration 

Efficiently load into and continuously update data in Google BigQuery, Google Cloud 

SQL, and Google Pub/Sub.

Cloud Data Warehousing  

Automate and optimize your Google BigQuery cloud data warehouse.

Cloud Data Lakes 

Enhance and improve your analytics-ready data sets for Google Dataproc or Google 

Store data lake initiatives.

SAP Analytics 

Liberate and move SAP data for your real-time analytics projects.

Mainframe Modernization  

Offload your mainframe data to Google Cloud SQL to reduce MIPs costs and power your 

new enterprise applications.

Popular Use Cases



About Qlik
Qlik’s vision is a data-literate world, where everyone can use data and analytics to improve decision-making and solve their 
most challenging problems. Our cloud-based Qlik Active Intelligence Platform delivers end-to-end, real-time data 
integration and analytics cloud solutions to close the gaps between data, insights and action. By transforming data into 
Active Intelligence, businesses can drive better decisions, improve revenue and profitability, and optimize customer 
relationships.
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Qlik Compose
Our Qlik Compose® solution, 

formerly Attunity Compose, 

automates the design, 

implementation, and updates 

of your data warehouses and 

data marts. It minimizes the 

traditionally manual and error-

prone processes of modelling 

and deploying data models in 

Google BigQuery by automating 

data modeling, ETL code generation, and workflow. Using Qlik Compose, your data architects and project 

managers can accelerate cloud analytics projects, optimize data warehouse processes, and reduce the time it 

takes to produce analytics-ready data.

Learn more at www.qlik.com/us/products/data-integration-platform

Qlik Support for Google Cloud Platform

Cloud SQL Cloud Dataproc Big Query


